Motor Treatment for Gas and Diesel Engines

- When added to fuels
  * cleans injectors
  * cleans carb jets
- Fuel stabilizer
- Removes moisture from fuel & oil
- Adds lubricity
- Frees lifters - rings
- Carbon cleaner
- Upper cylinder lube
- De-icer anti gel

CARS • TRUCKS • BOATS • TRACTORS • SMALL ENGINES

Use in gas, ethanol, diesel or biodiesel
Use in oil • use in injector & carbon cleaning machines

Internal engine use only
2-cycle • 4-cycle • diesels

When aerosol Sea Foam® is desired, use Sea Foam® spray cleaner & lube

Danger! Flammable. Vapor harmful. Harmful or fatal if swallowed.

Part no. SF16
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INSTANT ACTION

★ A 100% pure petroleum product for use in all gasoline and diesel type engines, both 2-cycle and 4-cycle. OXYGEN SENSOR SAFE.
★ Cleans dirty engine parts internally by removing harmful gums, varnish and carbon. WORKS AND PERFORMS INSTANTLY.
★ Removes moisture from oil crankcases and fuel tanks.
★ Stabilizes and conditions fuels. Use for engine storage.
★ Cures hesitations, stalls, pings and rough idle due to carbon buildup.
★ Helps pass emissions tests. EPA Registered.

WHEN ADDED TO CRANKCASE (OIL)

• Frees sticky lifters & rings
• Cleans dirty parts
• Removes moisture

One pint treats 10 quarts of oil (avg. 1½ oz. per qt.) For use in all motor oils including synthetic. Can be used before oil change or for long term cleaning. When oil becomes dirty, change oil.

WHEN ADDED TO GAS OR DIESEL FUEL TANKS

• Cleans fuel injectors & carb. jets
• Cleans carbon as you drive
• Lubricates upper cylinders

One pint treats 8-25 gallons of all types of gas or diesel fuels (avg. 1 oz. per gallon)

WHEN USED IN FUEL LINE, VACUUM OR INDUCTION CLEANING SYSTEMS

• Cleans carbon build up
• Gives smoother idle
• Cures hesitations & pings

With warm engine running – IMPORTANT: SLOWLY induce ½ pint direct into vacuum line. IMPORTANT: before any vacuum lines are used, check with a certified technician to make sure lines feed all cylinders safely as this varies with each engine. Turn ignition off. Restart engine after 5 minutes. Be sure exhaust is well-ventilated. Fumes will be extreme for a short time. To perform this procedure safely through the air induction systems on all 2-cycle and 4-cycle engines without professional assistance, SEA FOAM® SPRAY Cleaner & Lube can be used as per instructions on can.
• For use in injector cleaning machines, use 50% SEA FOAM® 50% fuel
• For use in carbon cleaning machines as directed
• Fill diesel fuel filters with SEA FOAM® to clean injectors fast

WHEN USED IN SMALL (2-CYCLE OR 4-CYCLE) ENGINES

• Cleans carbon build up
• Cleans carb. jets and injectors
• Stabilizes fuel

One pint treats 8 to 25 gal. in all types of gas (avg. 1 oz. per gal.) or 6 to 12 gal. in all types of gas oil mix (avg. 2 oz. per gal.) for cleaning and stabilizing. Add more to clean, less to maintain. Does not replace oil. Use frequently. FOR TUNE-UP OF SMALL ENGINES, induce SEA FOAM® direct into fuel line or air intake system while engine is running. Stop and let soak for 5 minutes, restart engine to clear extreme exhaust. Repeat as needed. TO STORE & FOG ENGINES, induce SEA FOAM® into air intake system and spark-plug holes, saturating internal parts. When aerosol SEA FOAM® is desired, use SEA FOAM® SPRAY Cleaner & Lube.

For Peak Performance, use SEA FOAM® every 2,000 to 5,000 miles.

Contains Pet. Distillate (CAS 64742-49-0); Pet. Oil (CAS 64742-54-7); 2-Propanol CAS (67-63-0).

GUARANTEED SEA FOAM IS SOLD ON THE BASIS OF...
YOUR MONEY’S WORTH OR YOUR MONEY BACK

TESTED TO 60º BELOW ZERO

This gasoline additive is safe for use in all gasoline engines. This diesel fuel additive complies with the federal low sulfur content requirements for use in diesel motor vehicles and non-road equipment engines.

Manufactured for Sea Foam Sales Co.
SEA FOAM® is a registered trademark of SEA FOAM SALES CO.
12987 Pioneer Trail, Eden Prairie, MN 55347
www.seafoamsales.com
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